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Solution Brief

Ermetic for Cloud Inventory 
Management

Take control of your multicloud environment 
with complete visibility

Security in the cloud is difficult to operationalize because of the inherent lack of 
visibility into the many resources in cloud environments. Ideally, this mission-critical 
information would be acquired directly from cloud vendors themselves. In reality, 
organizations find themselves using a patchwork of tools that take time to deploy, 
are cumbersome to manage, and leave visibility and security gaps due to 
incomplete coverage. To make matters worse, when critical risks are found, resolving 
them involves complex processes spread across multiple teams in the organization.

Why Ermetic Cloud Inventory Management?

Continuous Discovery: Get a deep, multi-dimensional, searchable view into all 
human and service identities, resources, entitlements and configurations in your 
multi cloud environment.

Wide Coverage Scope: Automatically detect and categorize resources in your 
multicloud environment across identity, data, compute, network and federated 
identities.

Automated Classification: Granular, automated resource labels and tagging 
help pinpoint toxic scenarios that pose the highest risk to your multicloud 
environments.

Deep Multicloud Visibility

Ermetic cuts through cloud infrastructure complexity to proactively minimize your 
cloud attack surface and the damage that could follow a breach. The Ermetic 
Platform includes two core capabilities:

Instant Insights and Powerful Search
Leveraging a centralized, customizable dashboard teams have the needed 
coverage to instantly assess and answer questions like:
 

How many resources are exposed? 
How many entitlements are excessive? 
Where to improve compliance?
What are my top risks?

Automatic Resource Classification
Conduct smart queries, investigate, and automate by associating resources with 
related context; for example:

Ermetic Cloud Infrastructure Security Platform

What Our Customers Are Saying

Contact us!
 

Want to see our solution in action, and experience how easy it is to work with Ermetic?
Contact us at: https://l.ermetic.com/get-a-demo
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Tag resource owners

Mark sensitive data 
stores (buckets, DBs, etc)

Associate resources 
with applications
and services

Build automation
based on context 
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“If we didn't have Ermetic 
analyzing roles, policies and 
network configurations, that 
would easily be an additional 
three to four analysis. It's 
saving us hours and 
headcount.”

Dominc Zanardi 
Security Engineer, Latch

Ermetic is a comprehensive cloud 
security platform for AWS, Azure and 
GCP that enables you to proactively 
reduce your attack surface, detect 
threats and reduce your blast radius in 
case of a breach. Ermetic’s holistic 
cloud security solution enables 
comprehensive risk assessment across 
the entire security stack – from full 
asset discovery and deep risk 
visualization, prioritization and guided 
remediation to anomaly detection and 
compliance audit. 

Deep Multi-Cloud
Asset Management

Risk Analysis and
Auto Remediation

Policy Enforcement
& Shift Left
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Detection
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Ermetic Holistic Cloud
Infrastructure Security Platform

https://ermetic.com/resources/videos/customer-testimonial-video-latch/
https://www.facebook.com/ermeticsec/
https://twitter.com/ermeticsec
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ermetic/

